Legal Notices

The information contained on this website is just a description of certain benefit plan provisions. Eligibility for benefits and the actual benefits available to you are governed by the terms of the applicable plans as set forth in the official plan documents, including the Summary of Benefits Handbook (also known as the Summary Plan Description) and any Summaries of Material Modifications. In the event of any inconsistencies, omissions or errors between the information contained herein and the plan documents, the plan documents will control.

The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the plans and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of the official plan documents, to resolve any conflicts or discrepancies between the documents that comprise the official plan documents, and to establish rules that are necessary for the administration of the plans. Pacific Gas and Electric Company and PG&E Corporation have the right to amend or terminate the applicable plans at any time and for any reason, subject to the terms of relevant collective bargaining agreements. Generally, an amendment to or termination of the plans would apply prospectively and would affect your rights and obligations under the plans prospectively.